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The last Parsha of the Torah covers less 
than a day – the first Parsha in the Torah 
spans 1000 years.  

Parshat B'reishit covers creation, Adam 
and Eve in the Garden of Eden, Cain’s 
murder of his brother Abel, and the 
generations concluding with Noah and the 
impending destruction of all but Noah and 
his family.  

First Aliya (Ch. 1:1-2:3). The story of 
creation moves from the inanimate – light, 
earth, seas – to vegetation, to birds and 
fish, to animals.  And finally to man.  It is a 
progression, an evolutionary progression, 

KI TEITZEI from less sophisticated to the most 
sophisticated.  Man is commanded to be 
fruitful and multiply, to subdue the world 
and to rule over the animals.  

Chapter 1 and the first aliya end differently. 
Chapter 1 ends with the end of the 
Creation, the end of the 6 days of Creation. 
The paragraph of Shabbat begins Chapter 
2. However, the first aliya ends, not with 
the end of the 6 days of Creation but with 
the end of Shabbat. We include Shabbat as 
part of the Creation story.

Because where He stops is where we begin.  
In ceasing, He was passing the keys over to 
man. This is a crucial principle of Judaism:  
on the sixth day G-d said to man “You take 
over – rule the world and subdue it” and 
then to prove it, He rested on the seventh, 
as if to say, “I mean it – you are my partner 
– take over.”

The Midrash makes that point – the 
paragraph of V’yachulu ends with “laasot”. 
It does not end like all the other 6 days – 
it was evening and it was morning, the 
seventh day. It says G-d ceased to do. He 
ceased to do – now it is your turn to do.

Second Aliya (Ch 2:4-20). A more detailed 
account of the Creation of Man. G-d 
creates man from dust of the earth and 
breathes into his nostrils the breath of life. 
He is placed in the Garden of Eden, full of 
beautiful trees, to work it. He commands 
him not to eat of the tree of knowledge or 
of life. And declares that it is not good for 
man to be alone; I will make him a partner.

The language of chapter 2 is in striking 
contrast to chapter 1. This creation of man 
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is more like a novel than a science book. 
Personality, morality, humility, emotion.  
Chapter 1 is the creation of mankind – 
chapter 2 is the creation of a person. Adam 
is created from the adama, the earth, a 
rather humble beginning. He is created 
alone. That is not good. He is given a 
command. There is good and evil. He is to 
work the garden, not rule it. The animals 
are brought to him to name.

This is the beginning of man 
understanding who he is and who he is 
not. He is created in the image of G-d, 
charged with being a partner by G-d. 
But he is not G-d Himself.  He is to rule 
the world, as He Rules. He is to name the 
animals, as G-d named the day, night, 
heavens and seas. As He is a Creator, 
man is to be a creator – a creator of life 
through children, a creator of vegetation 
through the garden. On the other hand, 
it is not good that he is alone – for there 
is only One who is Alone. G-d is the 
Commander, he, the commanded. Man 
is to be G-d like, to be creative, to be a 
namer of things, to take his place as the 
guardian of the world.  But how far he 
goes and how far He goes is the topic of 
the 3rd aliya.  

3rd Aliya (2:20-3:21) Woman is created.  
The serpent convinces Eve that were she to 
eat of the forbidden fruit, she would be as 
G-d, knowing good and evil. She and Adam 
eat of the fruit and their eyes are opened 
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And G-d responds by walking them back 
a bit in their most creative activities, as if 
to say; while you are creators, I remain 
the Creator. Eve, when you create and 
bear children, the quintessential creative 
moment of humanity, it will be with labor, 
a reminder of your earthly origins. And 
man, when you create from the earth, it 
will be with sweat. There is only One who 
Creates with the uttering of a word, with 
ease. He is the Creator, you, a creator. And 
He is the Commander of what is good and 
evil, while you are the commanded.

4th Aliya (3:22 – 4:18). Man is exiled from 
the Garden of Eden. Cain and Abel are 
born. They bring offerings to G-d – Abel’s 
accepted, Cain’s not. Cain kills Abel. “Am I 
my brother’s keeper?”. Cain is consigned 
to wander the earth.

Sin is met with exile. Adam’s sin brings 

and cover themselves with fig leaves. 
They hide from G-d. All are punished – the 
serpent will slither, the woman will birth 
children with pain, and man’s cultivation 
of the earth will be with sweat.

A richer story of symbolism in Tanach 
is hard to find. A speaking serpent, the 
enticement of beauty, hubris, failure, 
hiding from G-d, blame, consequences.
Many and varied are the lessons to be 
culled from this story.

Man, created in the image of G-d, 
must aspire to his lofty calling, while 
remembering he is but the image of, not 
G-d Himself. The serpent convinced Eve, 
and then she Adam, that man may be the 
determiner of good and evil. That, as G-d 
cedes to man leadership in this world, 
He likewise cedes to man the role as 
legislator of good and evil. In that they err. 

OU Israel 
mourns the passing of a heroic and righteous soul

Rabbanit Miriam Levinger a"h
מרים שושה בת שלמה ע"ה

11 Tishrei 5781/ י“א תשרי תשפ“א
Born in 1937 in the USA and raised in the Bronx, NY, Rabbanit Miriam Beinhorn Levinger immigrated to Israel 
in 1956. After graduating from college Miriam attended Shaare Zedek Nursing School. In 1959, she married 
Rabbi Moshe Levinger, a student of the Mercaz Harav Yeshiva and one of the prominent students of Rabbi Zvi 
Yehuda Kook. Rabbi Levinger served as the Rabbi of Kibbutz Lavi and later the Rabbi of Moshav Nahalim.
In 1968, just after the Six-Day War, Rabbi Moshe and Miriam brought their little children along with other 
participants to settle in the Park Hotel in Hebron. In doing so, Rabbi Levinger created the beginning of resettling 
the City of our Forefathers.
After three years of residence under military government and another 8 years in Kiryat Arba, which was 
developing in the meantime, a group of women and children led by Rabbi Levinger devoted their lives to settle in 
the abandoned Hadassah building in Hebron. This opened the way for Jewish settlement in Hebron. Since then, 
other neighborhoods in Hebron have been established, relying on the resolve and spirit of Rabbi and Rabbanit 
Levinger, who dedicated their lives to expanding settlements in Hebron and throughout Israel.

ת.נ.צ.ב.ה.
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exile from the Garden of Eden. Cain’s 
sin brings wandering, homelessness. 
4:16 explains exile: Cain left from being 
before G-d. This introduces a pillar 
concept of man and G-d. Divine disfavor 
with man results in distance. Adam was 
sent away from the Garden. Cain was 
sent away from being before G-d. Later, 
the tower of Babel will bring dispersal. 
Only Avraham will reverse this and 
journey not away but toward a specific 
place.  

5th Aliya (4:19 – 4:22). A curiously short 
aliya. Lemech and his wives Ada and 
Tzila bear children. One is the initiator 
of animal husbandry, one of the music of 
strings and wind instruments, and one of 
the fashioning of copper and iron.

Mankind advances marvelously in cre-
atively mastering the world: the mastery 
of animals, creative artistic expression of 
music and advanced productivity of cop-
per and iron. But, while man is to mas-
ter the world, the brevity of mention is 
to highlight that of much greater impor-
tance is his mastery of himself. The Torah 
is far more interested in man’s ethical be-
havior and his relationship with G-d than 
with his mastery of iron and the creative 
expression of his music.

6th Aliya (4:23 – 5:24). The generations 
from Adam through Noah.

Enosh is described, 4:26, as beginning to 
profane the name of G-d. Rashi explains 
that people and things were ascribed 
Divine qualities.  This is the beginning of 
idolatry. It is erroneous to call Avraham 
the first monotheist. G-d spoke to Adam 
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STATS

1st of the 54 sedras; 1st of 12 in B’reishit
Written on 241 lines in a Torah, rank 9th
23 Parshiyot; 10 open, 13 closed, rank: 6
146 p’sukim - rank: 8th (5th in B’reishit),
same as Mikeitz; but Miketz is longer in
lines, words, letters
1931 words - ranks 8 (5th in B’reishit)
7235 letters - ranks 11 (5th in B’reishit)

One positive mitzvah: Pru U’rvu- Be Fruitful 
and Multiply

MITZVOT

and Eve, Cain and Abel brought offerings 
and He spoke to Cain, and Noah will be 
instructed by G-d.  

Rather, man moved away from G-d, failed 
in his behavior and became distanced.  
Avraham is not the first monotheist; he is 
the first to be embraced and to be pulled 
closer by G-d. Early mankind is pushed 
away; Avraham is brought near.

7th Aliya (5:25 – 6:8).  Noah is introduced.  
G-d is disappointed in man, his lifespan is 
reduced to 120 years. G-d plans to destroy 
man, animals, birds. Noah finds favour in 
His eyes.

The parsha goes from Creation to impend-
ing destruction. Though unrecorded, man-
kind has mitzvoth. G-d has expectations of 
mankind and these expectations have not 
been met. Though disappointed, He will 
not destroy mankind, but will begin anew 
with Noah. 
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HAFTORAH  
MACHAR CHODESH  
SAMUEL 20:18-42

The haftorah for this Shabbat is the special 
reading that is chanted on each Shabbat 
which is immediately followed by Rosh 
Chodesh. On a basic level, this passage from 
Tanach is chosen for this week because the 
opening words relate to the the impending 
new month: Jonathan said, “Tomorrow is 
the [first of the new] month.”

The story depicted in the haftorah is a 
beautiful account of loyalty and devotion 
(for more insight regarding this unique 
haftarah see Rabbi Winkler’s d’var Torah 
in these pages).

David and Jonathan are dear friends. 
Sensing a danger to David’s life, Jonathan 
advises David to hide in the field rather 
than attend the feast that is being held by 
Saul.

A touching moment in the haftarah depicts 
the memorable scene of the two dear 
friends parting. They kissed one another 
and wept, and swore to always maintain 
their mutual affection and devotion to one 
another for generations to come. 
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This week is Shabbat Mevarchim. 
Rosh Chodesh Cheshvan is on 
Sunday and Monday Oct. 18  
and 19. 
The molad is Shabbat morning, 23 

minutes and 0 chalakim after 03:00

Shabbat Mevarchim


